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CLASSROOM  WORKSHEET

Name:                                           Grade:          Music Teacher:                                    

Part A: Notate a scale.

This is a major / minor (circle one) scale in the key of _____. 

The key signature has _____ sharps and _____flats.  

Write the notes in this scale on the staff below. Then, number each note of the scale from 1 to 8 on 

the blank lines below the music staff. These numbers are the scale degrees.

Part B: Notate intervals.

Notate the first scale degree at the start of each measure below.

Next to it, add another note from the scale to create the interval named below the staff. 

Part C: Build Chords!

Major Chord

Write a scale note on the staff to the right  

Write the note a major third above the first note

Write the note a major third above the second note

Minor Chord

Write a scale note on the staff to the right  

Write the note a minor third above the first note

Write the note a minor third above the second note

Scales…Intervals…Chords!
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